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Softonic reviewAptoide is a free 3rd party app store for Android devices that allows the safe discovery and installation of new apps. Open-source and community-driven, this alternative Android platform operates like Google Play or 9Apps, with a broad array of diverse choices. Users can even create and manage their own store and upload apps of their own.Community is key with
Aptoide, with community recommendations and highlights filtering out the noise of over one million apps to choose from. Green badges adorn the most trusted apps, but the beauty of Aptoide is that the final decision comes down to you. Whether to download other apps is a choice that’s yours to make, not Android’s.More options, more personalizationSince Google Play is the
recommended nexus for downloading and installing new Android apps, Aptoide’s existence is less known. There’s little need to sift through a bigger, less supervised sea of choices if you’re satisfied with Google Play. If you’re not, however, Aptoide is almost guaranteed to have something for you: Games, HD wallpapers, productivity tools, social media platforms, and hundreds of other
choices.Aptoide recommends first searching the Google Play Store to find specific apps you might be looking for. The most mainstream choices are typically there, but specific third-party options might be missing. When that happens, it’s time to check if it’s on Aptoide. The platform has thousands of pieces of software to choose from, all of which have been checked for viruses.
They’ve also been put through security tests to ensure your Android device stays protected.One of the most useful features of Aptoide is that, by the sheer value of being an alternative to Google Play, it’s a great way to troubleshoot and manage your favorite apps. For example, if a music app like Spotify isn’t downloading properly from Google Play, it could be for any number of
reasons. Since Spotify is also on Aptoide, electing to instead download it from there could bypass the issue.For this reason, one of Aptoide’s most handy features is that it can revert apps back to their previous versions. Going back to our earlier example of Spotify, it could be that the newest build of the music app is incompatible with your Android version. Rather than having to
update your phone, you can use Aptoide to downgrade Spotify back to its earlier build.Besides being an app store alternative, Aptoide also serves as a place where users can create their own stores. You can use this to share and distribute your own apps and original content, choosing your personalized name, logo, and color theme. Gather a following, and soon your own app could
climb to successful heights. Likewise, you can follow other people’s apps, start a conversation with other designers, and collaborate together.Whether created by a company or by an individual, all apps in Aptoide have a rating and reviews. Read through a thread’s comments to see whether people like an app you’re not sure about, and add your own questions to the discussion if you
wish. For any that you’re particularly fond of, you can share apps locally with friends. You don’t even need an Internet connection to do it.Fast downloads, useful filters, smooth UIAfter you’ve installed Aptoide to your Android device, you can enter the app to see the most popular current pieces of software on the homepage. The interface here is intentionally similar to that of Google
Play, making it easy for Android users to acclimate and familiarize themselves with the layout. The intuitive UI is a huge help for anybody skeptical about getting apps from a source other than Google Play.Aptoide’s Browse option helps you search for specific apps by name or developer, and filters can be toggled to see which can be downloaded for free. By default, everything is
filtered by category and popularity, and if you’re not looking for anything in particular, you can scroll down until something catches your eye. You can even queue multiple installations at once, and monitor their progress under the Pending Apps tab.When it comes to downloading speed, Aptoide is usually about as fast as the Google Play Store. Occasionally it will bug out and
downloads will cancel. To fix this, just open the Pending Apps tab, cancel the download, and try again. If it continues to fail, you can try selecting an earlier version of the app, consult the discussion threads, or look for an alternative.If you start using Aptoide regularly, the marketplace automatically bumps applications up to their most recent build. This happens any time the
developer makes adjustments like new features or bug fixes. Aptoide also starts sharing personalized recommendations based on your most used categories or authors. Aptoide’s integration with Facebook also makes it easy to get more information on an app, as well as any pending changes it’s queued to undergo.Aptoide vs. Google Play StoreCompared to Google Play, Aptoide is
lacking in elegance and legitimacy. It does, however, have more options than Google Play. This variety comes as a result of the nature of Aptoide’s community. Many of the apps within Aptoide were designed by the Android community specifically as a response to Google Play’s more insular distribution. The outcome is a hub in which user freedom trumps official approval.It’s worth
noting that, while Aptoide’s main appeal is that it isn’t Google Play, it isn’t the only third-party alternative. 9Apps is another app download store for Android, offering over 18 million apps, some of which are restricted by Google Play. It is more lightweight than Aptoide, but Aptoide is the safer choice.A high quality Google Play alternativeAptoide is a great alternative application store
that Android users can choose over Google Play. Its straightforward categorization, personalized recommendations, editorial collections, and active community make it an outstanding choice. Since it’s open-source, users can publish apps and earn revenue with Aptoide, and find solutions to problems encountered on more mainstream apps.For the more discerning Android user,
Aptoide might even be preferential over Google Play, as it allows for more personal choice. Be careful with it, though; while Aptoide does scan its apps for viruses, it doesn’t guarantee that what you get will be high-quality. Stick with apps that sport the green badge, however, and then you should be fine. Free9.20.2.2Older versions (13)AndroidAndroid
4.2.1EnglishEnglishArabicChineseGermanGreekSpanishFrenchItalianDutchPolishPortugueseRussianTurkish8MAPK, Google Playaptoide-latest.apk The internet is saturated with applications from developers and creators worldwide. Sometimes it can be hard to tell which are the best downloaded apps on the market. Our list features an assortment of social media, antivirus, VPN,
game, and emulator apps, to name a few. Don’t miss out on the latest Chrome, Bluetooth, Office, Youtube, and Web-cam file versions available today.Free Download for AndroidFree Download for AndroidFree Download for Android9Apps is an app download platform similar to Google Play or the Apple App Store. The hub has a diverse collection of over 18 million different apps
available...Free Download for WindowsFree Download for AndroidFree Download for AndroidFree Download for WindowsFree Download for AndroidTapTap is a free mobile app store that lets you download and play various mobile games in other languages. This app store promotes a lot of Asian games and...Free Download for AndroidFree Download for AndroidPalmstore is a free
mobile utility app that allows you to download apps easily on your device. Similar to Google Play, Aurora Store, and TapTap, this is an...Free Download for AndroidFree Download for AndroidBlackmart is a tool that allows you to download any app you want for absolutely free! There are many apps out there that most people cannot enjoy because it... What apps are on iPhone but not
on Android? You can find out by simply downloading iPhone App Store, the application that allows you to explore Apple's app store for iOS devices of the likes of iPhone and iPad. How about downloading iPhone apps on Android? Well, if that's what you were looking for we might as well tell you that there's no chance at all. This app is only intended to satisfy the curiosity of Android
users that want to know what's going on in the iOS environment. However, we can explore the app store by countries and take a look at the different rankings that help to organize all the apps approved by the guys at Cupertino, including free and paid apps. It comes along with a manual search tool and the possibility to access each one of the applications' product sheets where we
can read their descriptions and other related information. However, there are no pictures of any applications. Amongst the many advantages of Android users over iPhone customers, we have to point out their freedom to choose between different application stores. They don't necessarily have to resort to the Google Play Store, as they can download applications from other
repositories, such as Malavida, by carrying out a minor adjustment to their smartphones or tablets. And that also goes for this other store: Aptoide. It's one of the most popular alternative Android marketplaces, amongst other reasons, because of the wide range of software that we can find on it and because it allows us to upload our own apps and create our own stores. Main features
But why is Aptoide so popular amongst so many users? Well, mainly because of features and functions such as the following: A catalog with hundreds of thousands of applications. Wide range of apps that can't be downloaded from Google Play, such as apps to download videos from YouTube. Thematic stores. Recommendations based on their popularity or editor's picks, different from
those we would find on Google Play. Possibility to follow stores created by other users. Greater privacy thanks to the possibility to download applications without requiring a user registry. Being able to access this store from our PC can help us to improve the management of the apps we install on our mobile device, also being able to put the APK downloads through better security
controls by means of our computer's antivirus (although Aptoide has improved this aspect). It also allows us to use them on our desktop through an emulator of the likes of BlueStacks. What's new in the latest version Implementation of tweaks and bug fixes.
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Android device, you can use it to transfer files to other devices. A point to note here is that the tool isn’t limited to Android and can be used to send files to Windows, Mac, and iOS devices. Softonic is the place to discover the best applications for your device, offering you reviews, news, articles and free downloads. Welcome to your app iPhone; PWA; Web Apps; ... Aptoide 9.20.2.2. 4.2
(21234 votes) A free alternative 3rd party app store for Android. Download. AppHunter 6.46a. 4.2 (3699 votes) A Third-Party App Store to download Premium apps for free. ... To continue promising you a malware-free catalog of programs and apps, our team has integrated a Report Software feature in ... Softonic is the place to discover the best applications for your device, offering
you reviews, news, articles and free downloads. Welcome to your app Softonic is the place to discover the best applications for your device, offering you reviews, news, articles and free downloads. Welcome to your app Softonic is the place to discover the best applications for your device, offering you reviews, news, articles and free downloads. Welcome to your app Aptoide is a free
3rd party app store for Android devices that allows the safe discovery and installation of new apps. Open-source and community-driven, this... Android; android; ... VSCO: Photo Video Editor for iPhone; Capture great photos and edit them with this stylish camera app.
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